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Abstract

This research employs patterns and semantic analysis to improve the existing 
unsupervised opinion targets extraction technique. Two steps are employed to identify 
opinion targets: candidate selection and opinion targets selection. For candidate 
selection; a combined lexical based syntactic pattern is identified. For opinion targets 
selection, a hybrid approach that combines the existing likelihood ratio test technique 
with semantic based relatedness is proposed. The existing approach basically extracts 
frequently observed targets in text. However, analysis shows that not all target features 
occur frequently in the texts. Hence the hybrid technique is proposed to extract 
both frequent and infrequent targets. The proposed algorithm employs incremental 
approach to improve the performance of existing unsupervised mining of features 
by extracting infrequent features through semantic relatedness with frequent features 
based on lexical dictionary. Empirical results show that the hybrid technique with 
combined patterns outperforms the existing techniques.

Keywords: Information retrieval; machine learning; natural language processing; 
opinion mining; text mining. 

1. Introduction

The focus of this study is opinion target identification for the opinion mining process. 
The problem of opinion target identification is related to the question: “opinion about 
what?’. Opinion target identification is essential for opinion mining.  For example, 
the in-depth analysis of every aspect of a product based on consumer opinion is 
equally important for consumers, merchants and manufacturers. In order to compare 
the reviews, it is required to automatically identify and extract those features, which 
are discussed in the reviews. Furthermore, analysis of a product at feature level is 
more important; e.g. which features of the product are liked and which are disliked 
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by consumers. Hence, feature mining of products is important for opinion mining and 
summarization. The task of feature mining provides a base for opinion summarization. 
There are various problems related to opinion target extraction. Generally speaking, 
if a system is capable of identifying a target feature in a sentence or document, then it 
must be able to identify opinionated terms or evaluative expressions in that sentence 
or document. Thus in order to identify opinion targets at sentence or document level, 
the system should be able to identify evaluative expressions.

Opinion target identification is basically a classification problem, which is defined 
as: to classify noun phrase or term as opinion target or not (Khairullah et al., 2013). 
As mentioned earlier in the background study, there are two widely used classification 
methods i.e. supervised and unsupervised. The supervised method needs prior 
knowledge annotated through manual process. Unsupervised classification depends 
on heuristics procedures and rules, which do not need previous knowledge.

The main focus of this paper is on opinion target identification through 
unsupervised method. There are two main advantages for unsupervised method over 
supervised: supervised technique need training data which are manually labeled, while 
unsupervised do not need hand-crafted training datasets. Supervised techniques are 
generally domain dependent as training data are manually labeled for specific domain, 
while unsupervised are domain independent. Our main objective is the identification 
of domain-independent opinion target. 

The two most frequently reported unsupervised approaches for opinion target 
identification are Association Mining (AM) (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994) and the 
Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT)  approach (Dunning, 1993). However these approaches 
suffer from some limitations. For example, both of these approaches use threshold 
value, which depends on frequency of terms. The ideal value for threshold is difficult 
to identify, hence features with low frequencies are misclassified. Some terms with 
high frequency do not relate to the topic and may not be a feature. These techniques 
are progressively improved as described in the related work. However, the results are 
still affected by the threshold values. Keeping in view the limitations of the existing 
approaches, a novel Semantic Based Likelihood Ratio Test (SLRT) approach is 
proposed, which combines the LRT with semantic based similarity scoring. The LRT 
approach has several advantages over association mining approach (Ferreira et al., 
2008). Therefore, this work employs likelihood ratio test in hybrid with the semantic 
based relevance scoring. However, the LRT has certain limitations too. For example, 
it cannot detect rarely occurred opinion targets. Semantic relatedness is employed 
for detection of infrequent features to improve the performance of the likelihood 
relevance scoring. The idea behind this technique is to identify infrequent features 
through semantic relatedness among the frequent features and infrequent features. 
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The proposed hybrid technique has two steps. In the first step, LRT is applied to 
extract frequently occurred opinion targets, while in the second step semantic based 
relation is applied to identify rarely occurred opinion targets. Answer to question; that 
why semantic based relation is employed to extract infrequent features; it depends 
on observations and experiments. This technique assumes that the rarely occurred 
opinion targets have high chance of relation with the frequently occurred features. 
For example, picture, image and photo are closely related; hence when either of the 
features occurs frequently and the other infrequently, then the infrequent feature can 
be detected through semantic relationship. Recent work shows that semantic relations 
between terms is most popularly used for identification of concept and features 
(Cambria et al., 2013; Poria et al., 2013; Weichselbraun et al. 2013; Hung & Lin, 
2013). Further explanation of the technique is given in the proposed architecture. 

2. Related work

As discussed earlier, there are two most frequently reported unsupervised approaches 
that depend on distribution similarity i.e. association mining (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994) 
and likelihood ratio test approach (Dunning, 1993). The association mining approach 
for product features extraction is employed by Hu & Liu (2004). This technique extracts 
opinion targets through association mining rules. The implementation of this technique 
was very successful in features extraction. Later on this approach was extended by Wei 
et al. (2010) for the same task with semantic based pruning for refinement of  frequent 
features, identification of infrequent features and for improved the results. The other 
potentially employed unsupervised classification technique is the LRT. The LRT was 
introduced by Dunning (1993) and has been reported in different natural language 
processing (NLP) tasks. The LRT is employed by Yi et al. (2003) and Ferreira et al. 
(2008). The LRT technique assumes that a feature related to the topic is explicitly 
presented by a noun phrase in the document using syntactic patterns associated with 
subjective adjectives.

Kobayashi et al. (2004) used the unsupervised approach for extraction of target 
features and opinion pairs. This method extracts candidate evaluative expressions 
using text mining techniques to accelerate the manual annotation process. The authors 
proposed this method to create an exhaustive list of evaluative pairs for many domains 
for use as training sets for the machine learning process for feature level opinion 
mining. Popescu & Etzioni (2005) have introduced web based domain independent 
system referred as  OPINE based on the unsupervised information extraction approach 
to mine product features from reviews. Carenini et al. (2005) developed a model 
based on user defined knowledge to create taxonomy of product features. Klema 
& Almonayyes (2006) employed Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency 
(TFIDF) and probabilistic classifier to extract fanatic text from blogs. Umagandhi & 
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Kumar (2014) proposed a supervised heuristic approach for query recommendation. 
Holziger et al. (2006) used domain ontology based on tabular data from web content to 
bootstrap a knowledge acquisition process for extraction of product features. Zhuang 
et al. (2006) specifically focused on domain of movie reviews for opinion mining. This 
paper proposed a multi-knowledge based approach which integrates the WordNet, a 
statistical analysis and a movie knowledge base. Bloom et al. (2007) described an 
unsupervised technique for feature and appraisal extraction. The appraisal expression 
is a textual unit expressing an evaluative attitude towards some target. Ben-David 
et al. (2007) proposed a Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL) algorithm  for 
domain classification. Lu & Zhai (2008)  proposed automatic integration of opinions 
expressed in a well-written expert review with opinions scattered in various sources 
such as blogs and forums. This paper proposed a semi-supervised topic model to solve 
the problem in a principled way. The authors performed experiments on integrating 
opinions about two quite different topics, i.e. a product and a political review. Kessler 
et al. (2010) presented an annotated corpus containing mentions, co-reference, 
meronymy, sentiment expressions, and modifiers of sentiment expressions including 
neutralizers, negators, and intensifiers. Lin & Chao (2010) worked on feature based 
opinion mining specifically related to hotel reviews. The proposed model used a 
supervised machine learning approach to train classifiers for tourism-related opinion 
mining. (Zhai et al., 2011) employed a semi-supervised technique for feature grouping. 
Goujon (2011) presented a text mining approach based on linguistic knowledge to 
automatically detect opinion targets in relation to topic elements. 

3. Proposed architecture

This section describes the steps of the overall process of the proposed architecture for 
opinion target identification from unstructured reviews. There are two main objectives 
for this work; i.e. to improve the candidate selection through dependency patterns and 
to improve the current LRT technique through semantic relatedness of features, which 
are employed for opinion target extraction. The architecture explains how opinion 
targets can be extracted from an input document. This process involves the following 
three main steps as explained in the block diagram (Figure 1). Each step provides an 
overview of the sub steps involved in the process. 
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Fig. 1.  Proposed architecture for unsupervised learning of opinion targets
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3.1. Pre-processing

The first step is to pre-process the input review to make it ready for further processing. 
This step involves noise removal, part of speech (POS) tagging and sentence splitting. 
In the POS tagging, each word of the text is assigned a correct grammatical category, 
which is necessary for pattern generation; e.g. extraction of noun phrases, subjective 
expressions etc. In this step, noise removal is also performed, which is used to remove 
incomplete sentences and unidentified words.  

3.2. Candidate features selection

This is an important step for opinion target identification, which involves identification 
of candidate features for opinion target extraction. The proposed algorithm depends on 
linguistic feature based patterns to identify evaluative expressions containing opinions 
and targets. In this process, the following two main steps are employed.

3.2.1. Patterns generation

This step involves extraction of strings and expressions based on predefined patterns. 
The pattern generation is based on the rules explained by Khairullah & Baharum 
(2012). These patterns are based on base noun phrases with different boundary 
conditions. The proposed patterns depend on the opinion lexicon dictionary (Hu & 
Liu, 2004). Hence, the extracted patterns are considered as opinionated expressions, 
which contain opinion targets.

3.2.2. Candidate selection

In this step, the noun phrases in the extracted evaluative expressions are selected 
as candidate target features and are ranked on the basis of their frequencies.  The 
candidate opinion targets are further processed to select opinion targets. Hence this is 
a middle level step to generate a list of candidate opinion targets.

3.3 Targets extraction

The aim of this step is to extract relevant target features from candidate features. In 
this step, the relevance scoring technique is employed to classify candidate features 
into relevant and irrelevant. AS described earlier novel SLRT technique is proposed 
for relevance scoring, which combines the likelihood ratio test (Ferreira et al., 2008) 
with semantic based similarity scoring. We employed LRT due to its best performance 
over the other methods as explained earlier. However, the LRT has certain limitations 
too. For example, as mentioned in the related work, it cannot detect rarely occurred 
opinion targets. This can be verified from Table 1, which shows a sample of features 
that have LRT value i.e. (ʎ=0) due to its low frequency in the given datasets.
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Table 1. Sample of rarely occurred opinion targets 

Dataset   Features with LRT (ʎ=0) 

Apex
read, look, sound, price, door, size, design, quality, support, weight, case, 
forward, output, product, run, unit, video, work, code, direction, disk, 
display, finish, machine, motor, noise, panel, recognize, service, speed, use

Canon
body, control, depth, design, display, finish,  focus, function,  image, 
learning, look, made, noise, option, print, quality, remote, service, shape, 
shot, speed, use, weight, zoom

Creative

alarm, appearance, balance, break, build, capacity, case, change, clock, 
control, cover, creative, deal, design, display, equipment, feature, feel, 
finding, game, look, looking, manage, memory, music, name, option, panel, 
pause, play, product, program, quality, recognition, recording, remote, 
remove, style, support, switch,  top, unit, use, value, volume, weight, wheel, 
work, sorting, navigation 

Nikon
construction, control, delay, design, function, image, learn, menu, price, 
quality, size, software, transfer, use, weight

Nokia
application, background, call, command, construction, design, game, keys, 
look, memory, message, network, picture, plan, quality, resolution, ring, 
service, software, sound, speaker, tone, use, voice, work

In order to address this issue, semantic based relation between rarely occurred 
features and frequent features is proposed. Hence the proposed hybrid technique 
has two steps. In the first step LRT is applied to extract frequently occurred opinion 
targets, while in the second step semantic based relation is applied to identify rarely 
occurred opinion targeted. Answer to question; that why semantic based relation is 
employed to extract infrequent features; it depends on observations and experiments. 
This technique assumes that the rarely occurred opinion targets have high chance of 
relation with the frequently occurred features. For example picture, image and photo 
are closely related; hence if either of the features has occurred frequently and the 
other infrequently, then the infrequent features can be detected through semantic 
relationship. Furthermore, a slightly different approach that employs semantic based 
similarity pruning rule with association mining (Wei et al., 2010) has shown better 
performance.

In order obtain semantic relation between frequent and rarely occurred feature, 
the WordNet based IS-A hierarchy is proposed. As explained in the background 
study, WordNet is a rich lexical source with strong semantic relations between words. 
WordNet provides different types of relations between words. However the related 
work proved that, path length similarity in IS-A hierarchy can be potentially employed 
for entity-to-entity and entity-to-feature relations. Since entity-to-entity or entity-
to-feature relations are most likely hierarchical in nature, IS-A hierarchy is ideally 
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suitable for semantic similarity identification between entities and features. WordNet 
arranges words hierarchy as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. WordNet IS-A hierarchy  (Navigli, 2009)

Path length distance is used to calculate semantic similarity score as follows. 

                                   (1)

Where t1 and t2 are terms and distance is the path length from t1 to t2. It is important 
to mention why IS–A relations is proposed for semantic similarity in this work. Since 
this relation do not cross part of speech boundaries,  the similarity measures are limited 
to making judgments between noun pairs (e.g., cat and dog) and verb pairs (e.g., run 
and walk) (Navigli, 2009). As we only consider noun phrases for opinion targets, IS-A 
relation is proposed. 

The semantic based LRT approach is employed to extract frequent and infrequent 
features as explained below.

Step 1: In this step, the LRT technique is applied to predict the frequent features. 
The input to this step is the histogram of the candidate features obtained in step 2. 
This technique has been formulated by Yi et al. (2003) and Ferreira et al. (2008) as 
explained in related work.    

Step 2: In the second step, the optimization technique is employed to predict 
infrequent features based on a semantic relation using the WordNet lexical dictionary. 
The input to this step is the list of those features, which are classified as irrelevant 
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by the relevance scoring LRT technique in Step 1. The algorithm in this step finds 
semantic relatedness of the irrelevant classified features to the relevant features 
using the WordNet based IS-A relation as explained in Table 2. The IS-A relation 
is based on the path length similarity between synset (Resnik, 1999) as explained in 
introduction.  

Table 2. Example of WordNet based similarity scores between Frequent and Infrequent features

Document Frequent Feature Infrequent Feature Sim Scores

Nikon Coolpix.txt Adapters button 0.88

Nikon Coolpix.txt Image photo 0.98

Nikon Coolpix.txt Flashcards seconds 0.87

Nikon Coolpix.txt Camera camera 0.87

3.4. Tools and implementation

This section provides details about the simulation tools used in this work. For 
experiments and simulation, the following state-of-the-art software has been 
employed. 

The Stanford part of speech tagger is employed for part of speech tagging (Toutanova 
& Manning, 2000). This software is freeware and has been widely reported for the part 
of speech tagging of English language texts. In this thesis, the algorithm is based on 
the grammatical features of a language element analysis.  Therefore, the text of the 
original dataset are converted to POS tagged corpuses using this software. 

TextStat 3.0 is employed for pattern extraction and text analysis.  This software is 
open source and freely available for academic research from the author’s website. This 
software is simple and has been used by a number of works for searching terms and 
strings in English texts The software accepts any type of regular expression to extract 
sub strings from a corpus or text documents.  

WordNet.Net Library is a set of open source utilities developed by Troy Simpson 
and is available from the author’s website. This library provides a DotNet port to access 
the WordNet dictionary for similarity scoring. This library is employed in this work 
for the implementation of the semantic based relevance scoring algorithm. A database 
of noun phrases with similarity scores is created from all the above mentioned five 
datasets. From this database, the prototype software extracts the similarity scores to 
identify the relatedness between frequent and infrequent features. 

For the implementation of the proposed semantic based hybrid algorithm, a prototype 
is developed in VB.Net. The results of the prototype are validated by cross checking 
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manually with the results of existing approaches. This prototype employs the proposed 
algorithm to extract features, compares the extracted features with the manually annotated 
features and creates a confusion matrix based on the comparative results.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Datasets

This section describes the datasets that have been used for analysis and evaluation in 
this work. In this work, benchmark datasets of customer reviews about five different 
products are used. These datasets are crawled from amazon reviews sites and are 
manually annotated by Hu & Liu (2004). The summary of these datasets is given in 
Table 3. These datasets are freely available on the author’s website and have been 
reported by a number of research works for product features extraction and opinion 
summarization. In these datasets each product feature with opinion scoring is properly 
tagged in each sentence through manual process according to a prescribed annotation 
scheme as below.

A sentence is considered as opinionated, if it contains positive or negative • 
comments about features of the product. 

Positive and negative comments are opinion statements containing adjectives that • 
have either positive or negative orientation

A product feature is the characteristic of the product about which opinions are • 
expressed by the customers.

Table 3. Summary of five products data sets with manually tagged features by (Hu & Liu, 2004)

Dataset

Apex Cannon Creative Nikon Nokia

Reviews 99 45 95 34 41

Total sentences 739 597 1716 346 546

Sentences with target 
feature(s) and opinion

344(46%) 238(39%) 720(41%) 159(45%) 265(48%)

Total distinct base noun 
phrases (BNP)

779 811 1641 556 724

Total target features 347 257 736 185 310

Average 2.24 3.15 2.22 3.00 2.34

Target types 110 100 180 74 109

            
0.32 0.38 0.245 0.40 0.35
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4.2. Performance matrices and evaluation criteria

Throughout the experiments the standard performance measures and evaluation 
criteria have been adopted to ensure the reliability and consistency of the results. 
The manually annotated datasets have been taken as benchmark for evaluation and 
comparative analysis.     

The three states of the art performance matrices: precision, recall and f-score have 
been employed for measuring the results of the proposed techniques. To measure these 
matrices, contingency table of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative 
(TN) and false negative (FN) counts have been employed as described in Table 4. 

The performance measures are calculated as follows.

                                       (2)

                                              (3)

                                                  (4)

                                 (5)

Table 4. Confusion matrix 

Predicted

Positive Negative

A
ct

ua
l Positive TP FP

Negative FN TN

4.3. Results

This section explains the results obtained through the proposed algorithm with different 
experimental setup. The first part is devoted to the results of candidate selection, 
while the second part examines the results of target feature selection using SLRT with 
candidate features obtained through different dependency patterns. 

4.3.1. Candidate selection

This section presents an extensive analysis of different patterns for candidate selection 
of opinion target. The purpose of this analysis is to identify the most effective patterns 
of candidate features for opinion targets. The patterns are mainly based on base noun 
phrases; therefore, the analysis process is started from base noun phrases. Different 
combinations of patterns are analyzed in terms of accuracy. The evaluation was 
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carried out on the benchmark dataset as described above. The output of each pattern 
is compared with the manually tagged features to identify true positive (TP), false 
positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN). The accuracy rates are 
evaluated using the confusion matrix.  The following subsection presents detailed 
results of pattern based candidate selection from the reviewed datasets. 

TP=All correctly extracted features• 

FP=Extracted BNPs which are not features• 

TN=All Non-features BNPs not extracted• 

FN=All features BNP not extracted • 

The results are made clearer through the graph showing the average true positive 
versus the false positive against each pattern as shown in Figure 3. The average false 
positive rate of the simple BNP is very high due to no boundary condition with the noun 
phrase for the candidate selection. The true positive rate of the simple BNP is slightly 
high, but due to its high ratio of false positives its performance is not reasonable. The 
false positive rate of the proposed cBNP is very low as compared with the simple 
BNP; however, its true positive ratio is higher than both the dBNP and bBNP.

Fig. 3. Pattern based candidate selection: average true positive versus false positive

The overall performance of the four different types of patterns is shown through the 
graph in Figure 4. The average F-score of the cBNP is high with, balanced precision 
and recall; hence, the cBNP outperforms the other existing patterns.
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Fig. 4. Pattern based candidate selection: comparison of average F-scores

4.3.2. Opinion target selection

The likelihood ratio test needs two documents for execution. One document is about 
the topic while the other is a non-topic document. In this setup, the topic documents 
are the datasets described earlier. The non-topic document is a collection of 600 
documents which are collected from the ukWaC, British English web corpus and 
employed by the existing LRT based opinion target extraction (Ferreira et al., 2008) 
formulated as follows: 

Let Dc denote topic relevant collection of documents and Dn represent collection 
of documents not relevant to the topic. Then  base noun phrases occurring in the Dc 
are candidate feature to be classified as topic relevant or topic irrelevant using the 
likelihood ratio test as: if the likelihood score of candidate BNP satisfies the predefined 
threshold value, then candidate BNP is considered as target feature.  The LRT value 
for any candidate BNP “x” is calculated as:

Let N1 denote the frequency of a candidate BNP in a Dc, N2 represent sum of 
frequencies of all BNPs in Dc except x, N3 

denote frequency of x in Dn, and N4 represent 
the sum of frequencies of all BNPs in Dn except the frequency of x.  To be more 
precise, it can be represented with a contingency table as given in Table 5.

Table 5. Contingency table of BNP frequency count

Dc Dn

BNP N1 N2
BNP N3 N4

Then the ratios of relevancy of the BNP x to topic and non-topic, which are 
presented by r1 and r2 respectively, can be calculated as below.
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                                                   (6)

                                                    (7)

Thus the combined ratio is calculated as:

                                         (8)

Hence to normalize the ratios with log:

                                                              

(9)

Hence the likelihood ratio is calculated as below.

                                 (10)

The likelihood of a candidate BNP is equivalent to the value of λ. Hence the higher 
value of λ for a candidate BNP has greater chance of relevance and thus considered 
as target.

The topic documents are converted into POS tagged corpuses using the Stanford 
parser (Toutanova & Manning, 2000).

We tested the following three different setups with the likelihood ratio test.  The 
definite base noun phrase with likelihood (dBNP-L) and beginning definite base noun 
phrase with likelihood (bBNP-L) is according to implementation employed by Ferreira 
et al. (2008) while the combined base noun phrase with likelihood (cBNP-L) is based 
on the proposed cBNP patterns (Khairullah & Baharum 2012).

4.3.2.1. dBNP-L

This setup implements the likelihood ratio test with definite base noun phrase (dBNP) 
patterns. The dBNP-L method uses candidate features extracted through dBNP and 
employs the likelihood ratio test for relevance scoring to extract opinion targets. 

4.3.2.2. bBNP-L

This setup implements the LRT with beginning definite base noun phrase (bBNP) 
patterns. The bBNP-L method uses the candidate features extracted through bBNPs 
and employs the likelihood ratio test for relevance scoring to extract the opinion 
targets. 
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4.3.2.3. cBNP-L

This setup implements the LRT with the proposed hybrid patterns (cBNP). The 
cBNP-L method uses the candidate features extracted through cBNPs and employs 
the likelihood ratio test for relevance scoring to extract the opinion targets. 

To evaluate the performance of each of the above setup, confusion matrix is created 
as given in Table 6. In this Table, details about the outcomes of the algorithm in terms 
of true positive, false positive, false negative and true negative are provided. The bold 
values indicate the best outcomes of the LRT against the patterns with the specified 
parameters.  

Table 6.  Details of opinion targets extraction using proposed semantic based LRT

Dataset Pattern TP FP TN FN Total P(%) R(%) F(%)

Apex

dBNP-L 57 19 660 43 779 92.04 51.35 65.92

bBNP-L 37 8 671 63 779 90.89 33.33 48.78

cBNP-L 67 16 663 33 779 93.71 60.36 73.43

Canon

dBNP-L 58 330 384 39 811 91.50 51.79 66.14

bBNP-L 45 13 701 52 811 91.99 40.18 55.93

cBNP-L 63 42 672 34 811 90.63 56.25 69.42

Creative

dBNP-L 103 69 1415 54 1641 92.51 57.54 70.95

bBNP-L 78 36 1448 79 1641 92.99 43.58 59.34

cBNP-L 105 68 1416 52 1641 92.68 58.66 71.85

Nikon

dBNP-L 38 26 466 26 556 90.65 51.35 65.56

bBNP-L 40 15 477 24 556 92.99 54.05 68.37

cBNP-L 49 28 464 15 556 92.27 66.22 77.10

Nokia

dBNP-L 62 19 603 40 724 91.85 56.35 69.86

bBNP-L 56 15 607 46 724 91.58 50.91 65.44

cBNP-L 72 28 594 30 724 91.99 65.46 74.49
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Figure 5 shows the summary results of the LRT based opinion target extraction 
against each pattern based on the true positive versus false positive. The graph 
demonstrates that the true positive gain of the cBNP-L is significantly higher than 
the dBNP-L and bBNP-L, while the false positive of the dBNP-L is higher than the 
cBNP-L and bBNP-L.

Fig. 5. LRT based features selection: true positive versus false positive

Figure 6 shows the summary results of the LRT based opinion target extraction 
against each pattern based on true negative and false negative parameters. The graph 
shows that the true negative rates of the three methods are nearly equal, while the false 
negative of the bBNP-L is relatively higher than the dBNP-L which is slightly higher 
than the cBNP-L.

Fig. 6. LRT based features selection: true negative versus false negative
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Figure 7 presents the summary results of the LRT based opinion target extraction 
against each pattern based on precision and recall parameters. The graph demonstrates 
that the average precision of the three methods are nearly equal, while the recall rate is 
significantly different. The average recall rate of the bBNP-L is lower than that of the 
dBNP-L, which is lower than the cBNP-L.

Fig. 7.  LRT based features selection: precision versus recall

Table 7 provides the overall summary of the average scores of all the setups based 
on the precision, recall and f-score. From this table, it is clear that the recall rate of all 
these setups is not significant other than the best configuration setup; hence, further 
optimization required to improve the results.

Table 7. Average precision, recall and F-score using SLRT algorithm 

Pattern Measure Average Score (%)

dBNP-L

Precision 91.71

Recall 53.68

F-score 67.69

bBNP-L

Precision 92.09

Recall 44.41

F-score 59.57

cBNP-L

Precision 92.25

Recall 61.39

F-score 73.26
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Figure 8 describes the final outcomes of the likelihood ratio test approach with the 
three different setups in terms of the f-score. The f-score of the bBNP-L is lower than 
the dBNP-L, which is lower than the cBNP-L. 

Fig. 8. LRT based features classification: pattern wise average F-score

The first part of the results shows a comparative analysis of pattern and semantic 
based candidate selection from unstructured reviews. The results of the proposed 
patterns cBNP based candidate selection are thoroughly compared with the existing 
pattern based on candidate selection. The Figures 3 and 4 explain the comparative 
results of candidate selection based on different Lexico-syntactic patterns. The Figure 
3 shows that selecting simply all BNPs observe high false positive; on the other hand, 
restricting the patterns to the article “the” the true positive rate is also decreased with 
the decrease of false positive. If the lowest false positive rate is considered, then the 
bBNP performs best; however, its false negative rate is too high and therefore the 
recall and f-score are comparatively low. The true positive rate of the dBNP is higher 
than the bBNP and false negative rate is low. Hence, its f-score is higher than the 
bBNP’s. It is observed that the cBNP pattern yields comparatively better results, as its 
true positive rate is higher and its false negative rate is lower than the other patterns 
as given in Figure 4.  

In the next part of our experiment we tested the target selection through 
implementation of the lexico-syntactic patterns with three different setups using 
likelihood ratio test technique.  Table 5 shows average precision, recall, and f-score. 
This table indicates that we have 7.69% improvement in Recall over the existing 
methods without any loss of precision and hence 5.57% improvements in term of 
F-Score. The final comparison is explained in graph Figure 8.  
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4.3.3. Conclusion and future work

This paper presents an in-depth analysis of the pattern features selection for opinion 
target extraction from unstructured reviews. In the existing literature, it has been 
found that different associations of base noun phrases are employed for features 
identification. As all noun phrases cannot be considered as features, certain patterns 
and rules are used to extract target features. Several patterns have been introduced 
to restrict noun phrase extraction for features identification. This work presents an 
analysis of the existing patterns for unsupervised techniques. Analysis shows that 
certain combination of patterns along with semantic based similarity of frequent and 
infrequent features outperforms over the existing techniques. 
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